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8005-139 Faro, Portugal
We consider the low-energy effects of a selected set of Lorentz- and CPT-
violating quark and gluon operators by deriving the corresponding chiral ef-
fective lagrangian. Using this effective lagrangian, low-energy hadronic ob-
servables can be calculated. We apply this to magnetometer experiments and
derive the best bounds on some of the Lorentz-violating coefficients. We point
out that progress can be made by studying the nucleon-nucleon potential, and
by considering storage-ring experiments for deuterons and other light nuclei.
1. Introduction
Studies of Lorentz violation (LV) and CPT violation (CPTV) arguably are
best performed in the context of the general effective-field-theory (EFT) ap-
proach called the Standard-Model Extension (SME).1 The SME lagrangian
contains all LV and CPTV operators that one can construct from the con-
ventional Standard-Model fields, coupled to fixed-valued Lorentz tensors
which parametrize the symmetry breaking and whose values presumably
arise from a more fundamental theory.
One of the great merits of the SME is that it provides a concrete and
general way for experiments to constrain LV and CPTV.2 In this respect,
clock-comparison, maser, and magnetometer experiments have been par-
ticularly successful. As a result very stringent bounds have been placed
on a number of effective neutron and proton coefficients.2 However, the
connection between these effective coefficients and the quark and gluon co-
efficients from which they must arise is obscured by the fact that QCD is
nonperturbative at the relevant (low) energies.
In the usual Lorentz-symmetric case, the low-energy effects of QCD
are addressed successfully by the EFT of QCD, called chiral perturbation
theory (χPT) (for reviews see, e.g., Ref. 3, 4). It thus seems natural to
extend this approach to the QCD sector of the SME. The conceptual basis
of this extension has been established in our recent paper5 in which we
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treated three CPTV and LV quark and gluon operators of mass-dimension
five, given by
LLV =
∑
q=u,d
[
Cqµνρq¯γ
µGρνq +Dqµνρq¯γ
µγ5Gρνq
]
+Hµνρ Tr
(
GµλDνG˜ρ λ
)
.
(1)
Here, the LV coefficient Hµνρ is fully symmetric on its Lorentz indices and
Xqµνρ = X
q
ρνµ, with X ∈ {C,D}. These operators were first written down
in Ref. 6 and are relevant below the electroweak scale ΛF ≃ 250 GeV,
but above the QCD chiral-symmetry breaking scale Λχ ≃ 2piFpi ∼ 1 GeV,
where Fpi ≃ 185 MeV is the pion decay constant. The natural expected
size of the LV coefficients is Λ−1
LV
, where ΛLV is the scale at which the LV
occurs and is commonly identified with the Planck scale ΛPL ≃ 10
19 GeV.
Because we are interested in observables for non-strange baryons, we have
restricted attention to up and down quarks.
In the following we outline the approach described in Ref. 5.
2. Chiral perturbation theory
To ensure that observables that follow from an EFT correspond to the ones
that arise from the underlying theory, one has to write the most general
lagrangian in terms of the relevant low-energy degrees of freedom that is
consistent with all the symmetries of the underlying theory.7 In the result-
ing infinite tower of operators, operators of higher mass dimensionality are
suppressed by higher powers of a large mass scale, such that for a given
required accuracy the set of terms can be truncated. The suppressing mass
scale determines the range of validity for the EFT.
In the case of χPT, this mass scale is given by Λχ and the relevant
degrees of freedom at energies below Λχ are the pions, nucleons, and pho-
tons. Particularly important in formulating the effective lagrangian is the
approximate global SU(2)L × SU(2)R ∼ SO(4) chiral symmetry of QCD.
This symmetry is explicitly broken by the small quark masses while inspec-
tion of the hadron spectrum reveals that it is also spontaneously broken
down to its SO(3) isospin subgroup. The pions are subsequently identi-
fied as the pseudo-Goldstone bosons. In the chiral limit (vanishing quark
masses) the pions only interact through spacetime derivatives. This allows
for a perturbative expansion of hadronic observables in terms of the small
parameter p/Λχ, where p is the typical momentum of the process under
consideration.
In Ref. 5 we constructed the effective lagrangian in the SO(4) formalism
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of χPT. The form of the effective operators is severely constrained by the
transformation properties of the operators in Eq. (1) under the chiral SO(4)
group as well as under discrete C, P, and T transformations. The resulting
set of non-redundant leading-order nucleon and pion-nucleon operators is
given by
LLVχ =
i
mN
N¯
(
C˜+µνρ + C˜
−
µνρ
[
τ3 −
2
F 2piD
(
pi
2τ3 − pi3τ · pi
)])
σνρDµN
+
1
m2N
H˜µνρN¯γ
µγ5DνDρN +
i
mNFpiD
D˜−µνρN¯(τ × pi)3σ
νρDµN
+h.c. , (2)
where N is the nucleon doublet, mN is the nucleon mass, pi is the pion
triplet, τa are the Pauli matrices, D = 1 + pi
2/F 2pi , and D
µN is the chiral-
and gauge-covariant nucleon derivative, whose explicit form can be found
in Ref. 5. The LV coefficients are given by C˜±µνρ = c
±(Cu ± Cd)µνρ,
D˜−µνρ = d
−(Du − Dd)µνρ, and H˜µνρ = hHµνρ, with c
±, d−, and h be-
ing low-energy constants whose size cannot be determined by symmetry
considerations, although chiral symmetry gives d− = 2c−. Using naive di-
mensional analysis,8 an order-of-magnitude estimation for the low-energy
constants can be obtained: c± = O(ΛχFpi) and h = O(Λ
2
χ).
3. Observables and limits
The strongest bounds can be set on kinetic nucleon terms, using magne-
tometer experiments. These kinetic terms induce a shift in the energy levels
of an atom with total angular momentum F and projection number MF .
In Ref. 5 we determined that the dominant part of this shift is given by
δE(F,MF ) = −
2MF
F
∑
w
Nw∑
N=1
[
H300 + (C˜w)012 − (C˜w)021
]
〈[σ3]w,N〉 , (3)
where w labels the particle species (neutron or proton) and N runs over
all particles of that species that are present in the atom. The unknown
matrix elements 〈[σ3]w,N〉 are defined in the ‘stretched’ state |F, F 〉 and
one has to adopt some nuclear-structure model to determine their value.
Using the results of a 3He/129Xe comagnetometer experiment,9 we were
able to put the current best bounds on components of C and H , on the
order of 10−33 GeV−1. Subleading effects of C and H on atomic energy
levels, as well as their effect on spin-precession, can be found in Ref. 5.
The LV D coefficient does not show up in these calculations, because
it has no kinetic nucleon terms in Eq. (2). Such terms are forbidden by
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the symmetries. In Ref. 5, we calculated the contribution of D to the elec-
tromagnetic form factor of the nucleon, through pion loops. Experimental
effects of this are suppressed with a factor of 10−15 with respect to effects of
C and H , due to small electromagnetic fields. This leads to a best bound
on some components of D in the order of 10−18 GeV−1, which does not
probe the expected size of 1/ΛPL. However, despite the lack of kinetic
nucleon terms, the D coefficient does contribute to one-pion exchange be-
tween nucleons.5 In future work it might therefore be possible to improve
the bounds on D by considering the LV nucleon-nucleon (NN) potential.
Studies of the NN potential and its applications to deuterons and other
light nuclei have been performed successfully in the context of chiral EFT
with discrete-symmetry violations other than CPTV (see Ref. 10 for a re-
view). An analogous treatment in the present case is expected to lead to
new bounds from atomic experiments or storage-ring experiments for the
deuteron or other light nuclei.
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